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Because the internet and digitized records were still in the future, not much could be 
accomplished.  So instead, she wrote the stories she had heard as a child.  This is the 
story of my attempt to find the Polish roots of my grandmother, Pelagia Jaroszewska, 
from north of Płock and my grandfather, Rajmund Wierzbicki, from north of Łomza.

Wanda Maria Wierzbicki
1921-2009

This trip was taken in honor 
of my mother, Wanda 
Wierzbicki Fortenberry.   I 
wish she had been with me.  
Between 1976 and 1984, my 
father and mother, with help 
from for rest of the family, 
researched and published a 
family history on my dad’s 
family, the Fortenberrys.  
During this time, mom 
would periodically attempt 
to research her parents’
Polish roots.



According to her birth record, Pelagia Bregetta
Jaroszewska was the child of Jan Jaroszewski and 
Antonina Cybulska born on March 7, 1898 in the village of 
Kowalewo in the parish of Łęg Probostwo.  She always 
celebrated her birthday on March 10.   

Quite a few stories my mother wrote about had been my 
grandmother’s memories. During the past 5 years, with the 
help of the internet and LDS microfilm, I have been able to 
fill in some of her family information.  I even had one of her 
lines, the Cybulski family, back to the late 1700s.   

Because my grandfather almost never shared stories, 
very little was known about his life or family in 
Poland.  I was hoping this trip would substantiate 
some of the stories and answer some questions! 
Rajmund Wierzbicki, born in 1892,  celebrated his 
birthday on January 29.  He was the son of Jan 
Wierzbicki and Barbara Dąbrowska.  Even after 
extensive research, no church birth record has been 
found but this trip yielded something more 
interesting.

My Grandparents



In my research on the internet, I located a website called “Polish Origins.” The more I 
read, the more interested I became in actually making a trip to Poland. Not one single 
piece of information about Rajmund Wierzbicki could be located using the LDS 
microfilms, even though I knew the exact village, had written the church in Lachowo, 
and had written the archives in Lomza.  All responses indicated that records did not 
exist for the church in Lachowo.  With the opportunity of going to Poland, research 
possibilities that could not be addressed from a continent away began popping in my 
head! After reading testimonials online, I booked my trip with Zenon Znamirowski.  

Before going any further in this discussion, my feelings 
about our guide, Zenon, must be expressed.  There are 
many adjectives to describe him but I will use just a few.  
He is professional, knowledgeable, calmly persistent, 
flexible, kindhearted, goal oriented, and has an amazing 
master plan for his life!  He is also very tolerant of 
Americans’ inability to say the simplest Polish words.  With 
his help I have a better understanding of the life choices 
my immigrant ancestors made, an appreciation for the 
history of an historically oppressed culture, and have 
strengthened my desire to honor my Polish ancestry.  
Thank you Zenon!

Before discussing our discoveries, please allow me to digress a little.



The national symbol for Poland, like the 
United States, is an eagle.  Notice the crown 
on the eagle’s head.  Until 25 years ago, it 
had been missing for many, many years.  
Why?  Under communist rule, Poland’s 
eagle was not allowed to be displayed with 
a crown as that went against the communist 
policy.   Today, Poland’s eagle once again 
proudly has a crown.

As we traveled from village to village, our discussions ranged far and wide.  At one 
point,  Zenon mentioned that Poland was now in its 25th year of freedom.  
Intellectually, John and I knew that Poland had broken from the Soviet bloc in 1989, 
but being American and having our independence for over 200 years, we often fail to 
perceive the true experiences of others.  Zenon, though a young man, still remembers 
life in a communist Poland.   Of course, reading history, one realizes that the 
destruction of the Soviet/communist control of large parts of Europe began when Lech
Walesa co-founded the first independent trade union, Solidarność, in the Soviet bloc.
That step by the Polish people inspired others to follow and eventually lead to the fall 
of the “Iron Curtain” and the Berlin Wall.



Both my grandparents immigrated 
through Ellis Island, New York and 
remained in Brooklyn, New York.  Below 
is a photo taken in Brooklyn about 1906.  
To the left are two photos taken on my 
trip showing the areas where my 
grandparents lived.  It is hard to imagine 
how they must have felt leaving their 
homes in Poland forever.

It was probably terrifying and exhilarating at the 
same time!  In 1913, Pelagia was 15 and traveled 
with an older teenager from the next village.  
Rajmund was 17 when he left home alone in 1909.

Outside Rajmund Wierzbicki’s
village of Kumelsk

Pelagia Jaroszewski’s village of Osiek Piaseczny



The following discussion will not follow a 
daily format but will focus on the two 
regions of Poland and our most important 
discoveries beginning with Rajmund.

The above map was added to 
show where our research area 
was located relative to Warsaw 
and Poland’s border.  The 
other map shows many of the 
roads we traveled in our 
search.  Our hotel was in 
Kolno; Rajmund was born in 
Rydzewo-Swiaki; the church he 
attended was in Lachowo, and 
his last place of residence 
before leaving Poland was 
Kumelsk.  We were in the town 
of Elk searching for regional 
land records.

Our travels through the homeland of 
Rajmund Wierzbicki

Lithuania

Belarus

Russia



Kumelsk

The village of Kumelsk was Rajmund
Wierzbicki’s last place of residence before 
going to America.  His mother, Barbara 
Dąbrowska Wierzbicka was living there when 
he left Poland in 1909.

On our way from Elk to Kumelsk, we came across a sign taking 
us a slightly different way than the main paved road.  We took 
the “road less traveled” and were amazed to find a very old rock 
road that appeared to have been laid by hand.  It was several 
kilometers long but took us into Kumelsk the “back way.”



As we entered Kumelsk by way of the 
rock road, Zenon asked a man on a 
tractor a few questions which guided us 
to a house in the village belonging to 
someone thought to have Dąbrowskis in 
her family.  As it turned out, the lady 
was working in her yard full of beautiful 
flowers and came to the fence to talk to 
Zenon.  She said her name was Ursula 
Żebrowska, she was 83 years old, and 
her maiden name was Dąbrowska.  
Since Rajmund’s mother was named 
Barbara Dąbrowska we were hoping for 
a connection.

Ursula talking while Zenon furiously takes notes!



Until I can do more research, an exact relationship to Ursula can not be determined.  If 
Rajmund Wierzbicki’s mother, Barbara Dąbrowska, was Mikołaj Dąbrowski’s sister, Ursula 
could be as closely kin as my second cousin once removed!  More research ahead on this 
one!

Though she was hesitant at first, before long Zenon’s gentle persistence had her talking 
and she asked us to sit with her on her porch.   Her father’s name was Aleksander
Dąbrowski and her grandfather was, if she remembered correctly, Mikołaj Dąbrowski.   
She said that her memory was not very good anymore but she remembered there was a 
Barbara Dąbrowksa in the family.  According to her story, all the Dąbrowski families in the 
area of Kumelsk were closely related because there was only one Dąbrowski family that 
moved into the area.



We knocked on the door of the 
“Sadowski” house but there was no 
answer.   We asked a couple of teenagers 
on the road and were told the owners, the 
Grzymala family, were out.   The young 
girl was the daughter of the family so 
Zenon gave her a business card and 
requested that her mother call him about 
our coming for a visit.  

What a wonderful visit with a sweet 
lady!  As we were leaving Ursula’s 
house, we asked about the 
Sadowskis living in the area.   She 
pointed up the street to a house a 
few doors away and said relatives of 
the Sadowskis lived there. Thank you 
Ursula!

Home of Ursula Żebrowska

Home of  cousin Jadwiga



The following day we returned to Kumelsk to visit Jadwiga.  We hit a genealogy jackpot! 
We begin talking, through Zenon’s rapid translations, and immediately learned we are 
both former school teachers!  Before long, Jadwiga was sharing photo albums and 
seemed more like a sister than a distant cousin!



Though this may 
sound convoluted, 
my grandfather, 
Rajmund
Wierzbicki and 
Jadwiga’s
grandmother, 
Jadwiga
Sadowska, were 
second cousins.  
That would make 
us 4th cousins!  
How amazing!  

As she was sharing pictures, names from New York I had connected to my grandfather 
(Wladyslawa Sadowska, Walerya Sadowska, Wiktoria Sadowska, the Calak family, and 
the Krajewski family) began to appear on her pictures!

To have made a connection after 100 years of separate lives was beyond my wildest 
expectations. Yes, I expected to visit churches and cemeteries connected to the family 
but never someone that knew about my grandfather’s second cousins in America.  



On the 1920 Brooklyn Census, my grandfather is with two people: 
1.  John Sadowski, his second cousin, witnessed Grandpa’s wedding a few months later.
2.  Ignacy Calak married John Sadowski’s sister, Wiktoria shown above .  After she died, 

this photo was sent to her relatives still in Poland.

As Jadwiga was showing me pictures, I noticed the back of this one was in English.  
Then I recognized the name and immediately knew the relationships.  This was a 
photo of Wiktoria Sadowska, my grandfather’s second cousin.



Jadwiga even had a 
photo sent to Poland 
from a photography 
studio in Brooklyn, NY 
only a few blocks from 
where my grandfather 
lived.  

Closer inspection of the writing on the 
back revealed two surnames connected to 
my grandfather’s family in New York!

The area shown above was a small 
part of a huge Polish area of 
Brooklyn.



The flip side of the postcard is the picture 
shown on the left.  The young girl, identified 
as Aleksandra Krejewska, was the daughter of 
Aleksander Krejewski.  Looking at Rajmund’s
family baptismal certificates revealed that her 
father, Aleksander, was the godfather of 
Rajmund’s daughter, Regina Wierzbicki
shown below.  Wow!  How cool is that!

The young man standing with Alexandra 
was identified as Stanislaw Calak.  He was 
the son of Ignacy Calak.  Again, I checked 
birth records.  Amazingly, Stanislaw 
Calak’s uncle, also named Stanislaw Calak
was the godfather of Rajmund’s son, 
Raymond.  

Rajmund holding son Raymond

Regina

My mother, Wanda, next to her mother, Pelagia

R. Werbicki and family 
About 1927



Not only did Jadwiga have pictures connecting Poland to America but I had pictures 
originally belonging to my mother connecting my family back to Jadwiga’s in Poland!  On 
the back of a picture of two women, my mother made the following note:  “Somehow they 
were related to Poppa thru his mother, Barbara Dąbrowska .  Daughters of Barbara’s 
cousin.  Aunt Reggie’s godfather’s wife on left.  She looks a lot like Poppa.”

After working with NY marriage records, 
census reports, and Ellis Island 
immigration lists, I have been able to 
determine the following:
1.  The woman on the left is Walerya
Sadowska, wife of Aleksander Krajewski.
2.  The woman on the right is Wladyslawa
Sadowska, wife of Stanislaw Calak.
3.  Together they immigrated to the US in 
1913 and said they were the children of 
Mateusz Sadowski of Kumelsk.

On the right is a 
photo of Rajmund
and he and Walerya
do look a lot alike!





Of course our trip included a 
visit to the Catholic Church in 
Lachowo that served the villages 
of Rydzewo-Świątki (birthplace 
of Rajmund Wierzbicki) and 
Kumelsk (where he and his 
mother were living in 1909).  The 
current building was constructed 
in 1877 which means it is the 
exact building where my 
grandfather was christened and 
attended the first 17 years of his 
life.  It was an amazing feeling to 
walk into this church and realize 
that this distant church would 
have been such an important 
part of the lives of my many 
relatives with the names 
Wierzbicki, Dąbrowski, and 
Sadowski.  

Lachowo Parish
Catholic church



Since the church was locked, the 
priest had to get the key to let us in 
to take pictures.  Not only is the 
church old (by American standards) 
but so is the huge key!



Zenon and I knew the birth, marriage, and death records no longer existed for this parish; 
but because Zenon believes in researching every possibility, no matter how unlikely, we 
visited the church office.  On our second attempt, the priest was in and allowed us to look 
through the ONLY 2 books with historical records from the time period we needed.  As it 
turned out, they were conscription books compiled for use in locating boys who could be 
conscripted to serve in the Russian Army.  What luck – one of the books covered boys born 
in 1892,  the year Rajmund Wierzbicki was born!



According to the parish priest, many of the 
church records were burned in a fire that 
occurred in 1997.  Additionally, no records 
from this parish were ever microfilmed by 
the LDS project.  Also, the state archives in 
Lomza said they too had no records for 
Lachowo.  This would be devastating to 
anyone doing family research!

The two books the church had from the time period 
I needed were two Russian Army conscription 
books.  The two covers are shown here.  The 
process apparently worked this way:  Russian 
officials would go into a church and copy the birth 
records for boys.  They would then learn and record 
information about them in order to know when boys 
in the area would be old enough to be forced to 
serve in the Russian Army.  It seems the people in 
the area were interviewed about the boys so the 
information was sometimes sketchy.  Zenon said he 
had never seen conscription books in a church, 
making our discovery even more amazing.



Conscription record for Rajmund Kasper Wierzbicki

The family never knew he had a middle name!  This document says he was born 7 February 
1892 in the village of Rydzewo.  We knew his birthday as 29 January.  Mother listed as 
Barbara Wierzbicki .  Father’s name not given.  Location of Rajmund – unknown.  It seems 
that Barbara was not interviewed since her maiden name (Dąbrowksa) was not given.  My 
guess would be that she left the area not long after her son went to America.  The family 
story of Rajmund going to America to stay out of the Russian Army was proven true with the 
location of this record!



Now we move to my 
grandmother’s homeland 
located northwest of 
Warsaw.  Pelagia was born 
in the parish of  Łęg
Probostwo but for many 
years the family lived within 
the parish of Koziebrody.  



St James the Apostle
Koziebrody Parish

Church used by the 
Cybulski family for 
over 50 years.

Catholic Church at Łęg Probostwo

Pelagia’s parents were married 
here. She and her sisters were 
born in different villages in the 
area but baptized here.



Villages important to the 
Cybulski families



Franciszka Jablonska Cybulska in front of the 
water wheel for their mill.  She was a weaver.

Little girl in her 
arms is my 
grandmother

Because I had done a lot of research in the 
records microfilmed by the LDS Church, I 
already knew a good bit of information 
about my grandmother’s Cybulski line.  
The older lady in the picture, Franciszka, 
was married to my great, great 
grandfather, Jacob Cybulski.  In 1907, 
Franciszka’s daughter, Antonina, left her 
children (including my grandmother)  with 
her parents to come to America.   A few 
years earlier, Antonina’s husband, Jan 
Jaroszewski had immigrated and 
apparently lost touch with his wife and 
children in Poland.  Antonina went to 
America to look for him.  About 1912, 
Franciszka wrote Antonina and told her to 
send passage money for her daughters as 
she and her husband, due to declining 
health, were not going to be able to 
continue caring for them. 

So in 1913 my grandmother, at the age of 15, left the village of Osiek Piaseczny and 
joined her mother in Brooklyn, New York.  With Zenon’s help, we found that Pelagia’s
grandparents were still living in the village of Osiek Piaseczny when Franciszka died in 
1916 and Jacob in 1918. 



I was hoping a trip to Osiek Piaseczny
would result in some great discoveries!  
Maybe evidence of the mill from family 
stories (and visible in the previous 
photo), some Cybulskis still in the area, 
an old house?  Genealogical research 
always has surprises.  I thought the 
Cybulskis would be easy to track back 
to Poland because there were so many 
records in the microfilm showing large 
families.  Alas, that was not the case. 

As we drove into the very small village, 
we took a picture of the village shrine.   
Many places in Poland have similar 
shrines created to protect the village.  
This one at Osiek Piaseczny was 
especially colorful.

A visit to Osiek Piaseczny



Below is an aerial view of Osiek Piaseczny from Google Earth.   Most of 
the visible structures are barns.  Even after 100 years, the village is 
composed of about 10 to 15 houses, but none that appeared to be very 
old.



As we drove into the village from the west, the first house we came to had several men 
working outside a barn.  Zenon stopped and started chatting with them.  The discussion 
became quite animated and even with my inablility to understand Polish, I could see 
them shaking their heads “no” and saying Cybulski.  Not a good sign.  The gray haired 
man on the left walked up to see what was happening and was probably wondering why 
everyone stopped working.  He quickly entered the discussion.  He began pointing; and 
when Zenon returned to the car, we found out that he knew the location of the old 
Cybulski home.



Zenon was told that a wooden house belonging to Cybulskis was originally located 
where the soccer field is today but had been torn down many years before.   So here 
is the soccer field.



Next we looked for the location 
of the mill operated by Jacob 
Cybulski, Pelagia’s grandfather.  
We did find a pond but it did not 
seem large enough to run a mill.  
Who knows what it was like 100 
years ago.   According to a story 
passed down through the family, 
one really bad year, Jacob did 
not hold back the correct percent 
of milled grain to be sent as 
“tax” to the Tsar.  When it was 
discovered, the Russian 
government sent him to Siberia 
for several years.  This story has 
never been substantiated.

One of the dirt roads going to the village was lined 
with very old willow trees.  We walked this road 
looking for a stream indicated on Google Maps.  Only 
a dry gully was found.  Though there were no 
Cybulskis and no evidence of a mill, I was elated to 
be walking the roads and fields of my grandmother’s 
village.  My mom would have loved it!



In Płock we visited the Church diocese 
archives.

Because I had done lots of research with the 
LDS microfilm library, we did not stay long.  
We did have one strange experience.  We 
were accidentally locked into the small 
archive room!  Zenon jumped out the window, 
but not being young like him, we were 
hesitant to jump the 6 or 7 feet to the ground.  
Finally, an elderly priest came to our rescue!



We also visited the state archives.  They were supposed to be closed all week.  Zenon’s
gentle persuasion once again came to our rescue.   We were allowed in even though 
they were officially closed to the public!  It was amazing to be given stacks of 200 year 
old books – way easier to read than microfilm!

Remember Jacob 
Cybulski’s wife, 
Franciszka (my g-g-
grandmother)?  We 
found her birth record 
which stated she was 
the daughter of 
Franciszka Jablonska
but does not give a 
father’s name.  
According to the record, 
my g-g-g-grandmother, 
Franciszka was working 
at the manor home in 
Rościszewo at the time 
her daughter was born.    



We decided to visit the church in 
Rościszewo since that was the 
location of Franciszka’s birth.  We 
found the church but no records and 
very little evidence in the cemetery 
that would connect to the Jablonski
family.

While talking to the priest, we took this 
picture.  The juxtaposition of past and 
present makes for an interesting 
photo.  



We went back to our central 
location of Drobin to regroup.  
Zenon decided it was time to 
pursue some hints from the old 
pictures I had copied before 
leaving home.  We also wanted to 
revisit the “city hall” in Drobin to 
deliver some candy to a very 
stressed out lady in the records 
office that had helped us.

The photo  on the right 
shows Zenon on the 
phone in his office (car) 
trying to track down a 
possible relative of my 
Cybulski family while I sit 
absorbing the fact that I 
was actually sitting in 
POLAND. He got 
permission of us to stop 
by to visit a lady about 30 
miles away.



After World War II, many families in 
America sent money and things to 
Poland to help relatives.  The war had 
hit Poland especially hard because 
they were squeezed between two very 
aggressive countries.  Both Germany 
and Russia wanted to destroy Poland;
and between the two of them, it was 
almost accomplished!  The Cybulski 
relatives in America would try to help 
out by sending money and clothing.  
Very specific stories were handed 
down in my family.  In order to get 
money past Polish customs, my 
grandmother would put money into 
various places in used clothing, such 
as in the hem.  The letter 
accompanying the coat would state “I 
know the coat is too long for you so 
you will have to hem it up” which 
would indicate where the money was 
hidden.  Balls of used yarn would have 
money rolled into the center.   My 
grandfather even sent antibiotics 
using special government seals and 
bags.  

This photo of a 
young teen was 
among my 
mother’s things. 
On the back was 
the name Krystyna
Kwidzynska.  My 
guess was that the 
photo was taken 
after World War II.  

On the back of this 
photo, my mother 
wrote “second 
cousin & husband 
of Pauline 
Werbicki.”
Hendryk



Upon arriving we met the lovely lady shown on 
the left.  Her name is Krystyna Frymarkiewicz, 
and is 83 years old.  When she was shown the 
picture of the teen, she immediately began 
talking and smiling.  It was HER.  The 65 year 
old picture I had at my house was of HER!  
Through Zenon’s translations we began 
exploring our family connections.  Her family 
were some of the recipients of the packages 
sent from America.

Notice the 
smile and hair.   
Definitely her!

She told me a story from her side that I did not know 
about.  Evidently, someone in the family sent her a 
sweater in one of the packages.  When she wore it to 
school, all the girls were jealous of her having 
something new to wear.  Even today she fondly 
remembers the gift of love that made her life a little 
brighter.  One of the first things I did on arriving home 
was to send Krystyna a new sweater!



The older couple she identified as 
her parents, Henryka Bockowska
and her husband, Stanislaw 
Kwidzynski.  Henryka’s mother was 
Josefa Cybulski.  This would make 
Krystyna my mother’s third cousin.

In case you need a little help, a 
family chart follows!





It is hard to say goodbye.

To say this trip was amazing is an understatement!  It exceeded all my expectations.  
Without Zenon it would have been just a sightseeing trip.  His knowledge and expertise 
made it so much more.  I met the friendly people of Poland, found cousins I did not 
know I had, and located new clues to expand my research about my “Polish Origins.”

Thank you Zenon!


